Discover Our Capabilities

What We Do
Modular Services Company is a medical products design company that creates and manufactures
advanced prefabricated products: Medical Headwalls, Footwalls, Sinkwalls, Fixed/Rotating Columns,
Booms and more. We strive to increase functionality for the clinical staff in the bedside environment and
offer smart, high design/aesthetic options for the design team - all with systems that are manufactured
to make construction of the patient space both simple and efficient.

Why Modular
Experience

Practice Makes Perfect. With over 40 years of experience, Modular is the
most experienced headwall company in the industry. Rest-assured, from
start to finish, your project is in the hands of an expert.

We Listen

We believe you play an invaluable role in the future of healthcare. That
is why at Modular, we listen. And through listening, we create. New
challenges have fueled the design of our most innovative products. We
cheer on your ideas!

Consistent Quality

All Modular products are built in a factory-controlled environment where
consistency and quality go hand in hand. We take pride in every product
that goes down the line, testing & inspecting for precision and accuracy
every step of the way.

On Time &
Within Budget

Timelines matter and so does the bottom line. We know how important it
is to stay on time and within budget. Our prefabricated products were
designed to do just that. With options for every acuity type and budget
scale, we take care of all the product details, so onsite construction can
move full speed ahead.

Easy to Install

It’s all in the name! Modular products deliver to your facility clearly labeled,
with simple step by step installation instructions tailored to your project,
resulting in a hassle-free, quick install.
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FLATWALL 4500 SERIES
PROFILE ®
PROFILE ® 7200-S SERIES
EVOLUTION SERIES ®

Vertical Headwalls

Flatwall

4500 Series

The Flatwall 4500 Series is a vertically-oriented headwall with a sleek, clean, linear design. Medical
gas and electrical services are placed at convenient, ergonomic levels for ease of reach, without
disturbing the patient.

Surface-Mounted Flatwall 4500-S
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Semi-Recessed Flatwall 4500-R

Vertical Headwalls

Flatwall 4500-S Series

Features
• Surface-Mounted
• MSC’s patented NeoTrack ® (angled equipment
management tracks) positions accessories away
from the headwall, providing a clear path to all
services and mounted technology

• Optional forward-facing vertical tracks
• 3D-laminated steel panels
• Wide variety of 3D laminate options
• Platinum grey extrusion
• Compact device spacing
• Available in varying widths to accommodate
acuity level needs

• Prefabricated to be piped and wired at finished
ceiling

• Removable upper panel for quick access to all
services

• Easy to clean with no exposed fasteners
• Easy to install
• Ships fully assembled

Optional forward-facing vertical tracks

MSC’s patented NeoTrack®
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Vertical Headwalls

Flatwall 4500-R Series
Features
• Semi-Recessed
• MSC’s patented NeoTrack ® (angled equipment
management tracks) positions accessories away
from the headwall, providing a clear path to all
services and mounted technology

• Optional forward-facing tracks
• 3D-laminated steel panels
• Wide variety of 3D laminate options
• Platinum grey extrusion
• Compact device spacing
• Available in varying widths to accommodate
acuity level needs

• Prefabricated to be piped and wired near top of
the unit

• Removable upper panel for quick access to all
services

• Easy to clean with no exposed fasteners
• Fast-Track template ships ahead to help shorten
the critical path

• Easy to install
• Ships fully assembled

MSC’s patented NeoTrack®
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Ultra-slim contour, projects only 1.06” off the finished wall surface

The Profile ® is a vertical headwall that makes the healing environment clinically functional for
more complete and dependable care. With a unique & compact gas pod, ergonomically placed
electrical services and equipment management, the Profile ® is an ideal bed-side solution.
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Vertical Headwalls

Profile

®

Vertical Headwalls

Features
• Bedside positioning for easy reach without
disturbing the patient

• Wide variety of high pressure laminate options
• 2 equipment management tracks for equipment
• Up to 4 gases at one ergonomic level
• A possible 8 gases in one unit
• Integrated GCX track for monitoring (available on
the Extended Proﬁle® model)
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Courtesy of Gundersen Health System

and storage management

7200-S Series

The Profile® 7200-S Series is a surface-mounted vertical headwall that makes the healing
environment clinically functional, with ergonomically placed services, equipment management
and a unique gas pod that positions up to 4 gases at one level, all in a compact design.
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Vertical Headwalls

Profile

®

Vertical Headwalls

Features
• Surface-Mounted
• MSC’s patented NeoTrack ® (angled equipment
management tracks) positions accessories away
from the headwall, providing a clear path to all
services and mounted technology

• Optional forward-facing vertical tracks
• 3D-laminated steel panels
• Wide variety of 3D laminate options
• Platinum grey extrusion
• Compact device spacing
• Available in varying widths to accommodate acuity
level needs

• Prefabricated to be piped and wired at finished
ceiling

• Removable upper panel for quick access to all
services

• Easy to clean with no exposed fasteners
• Easy to install
• Ships fully assembled

Compact Gas Pod
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MSC’s patented NeoTrack®

The Evolution Series ® headwall was designed with industry-leading experience to elevate patient
room aesthetic, streamline caregiver workflow and adapt to growing technological advancements
in healthcare. Each Evolution Series ® headwall is equipped with Modular’s exclusive, patented
NeoTrack ® which positions accessories out and away from the headwall to provide clear access
to medical gas, electrical devices and patient monitoring and charting.

Surface-Mounted

Semi-Recessed
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Vertical Headwalls

Evolution Series

®

Vertical Headwalls

Evolution Series

®

Features
• Surface-Mounted
• Designer 3D-laminated panels with increased spacing
between devices

• Wide variety of 3D laminate options
• Platinum grey extrusion
• Varying widths to accommodate acuity level
• MSC’s patented NeoTrack ® (angled equipment
management tracks) positions accessories away
from the headwall, providing a clear path to all
services and mounted technology

• Horizontal channel option
• Integrated GCX track option for patient monitoring
and charting

• Prefabricated to be piped and wired at finished ceiling
• Removable upper panel for quick access to all services
• Easy to clean smooth finish with no exposed fasteners
• Easy to install
• Ships fully assembled

MSC’s patented NeoTrack®
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SurfaceMounted

SemiRecessed

Features
• Semi-Recessed
• Designer 3D-laminated panels with increased spacing
between devices

• Wide variety of 3D laminate options
• Platinum grey extrusion
• Varying widths to accommodate acuity level needs
• MSC’s patented NeoTrack ® (angled equipment
management tracks) positions accessories away
from the headwall, providing a clear path to all
services and mounted technology

• Horizontal channel option
• Integrated GCX track option for patient monitoring
and charting

• Prefabricated to be piped and wired near top of unit
• Removable upper panel for quick access to all services
• Easy to clean smooth ﬁnish with no exposed fasteners
• Fast-Track Template ships ahead to help shorten the
critical path

• Easy to install
• Ships fully assembled

Angled panels transition to NeoTrack® seamlessly

Slim contour projects only 1.5” off the finished wall.
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Vertical Headwalls

Evolution Series

®

Horizontal Headwalls

Provider Plus

®

The Provider Plus ® integrates all essential services into one complete, surface-mounted unit. This
horizontal headwall can adapt to varying acuity levels with either a single or double-tier option.

Features
• Available in single or double-tier configurations
• Equipment management channels for accessories
and storage

• Easily adapts to varying acuity levels
• Wide variety of high pressure laminate options
• Pre-piped and wired
• Easy to install
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The Silhouette ® is a horizontal headwall that unites clinical function with aesthetic design. Services,
equipment and monitors are all within arm’s reach for clinician ease and productivity.
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Horizontal Headwalls

Silhouette

®

Horizontal Headwalls

Features
• Available in single-tier, double-tier or split double-tier
configurations

• Customizable to any length in 6-inch increments,
ranging from the smallest length of 18 inches, up to
10 feet

• Wide variety of high pressure laminate options
• Ergonomic placement of electrical services and
medical gas outlets

• Up to 4 equipment management channels for
equipment and storage management

• Recessed into the wall, protruding only 1.25 inches
from the ﬁnished surface

• Clinical design flexibility
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Form ® is a collection of standard prefabricated products that can be combined to create a
unique look and space. Headwalls, footwalls, sinkwalls and sidewalls can be configured within the
collection to best serve the clinicians and design aesthetic. Form your space to create a great look
that is clinically functional and within budget.

Headwalls

Form® Floor-Mounted headwall

Form® Floating headwall, Surface-Mount
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Full Headwall Systems + Casework

Form Collection
®

Full Headwall Systems + Casework

Form Collection
®

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX

Form® Radius Panel option

Radius Panels are 3D-laminated
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Curvilinear & Modern. Semi-Recessed for minimal patient room intrusion.

Full Headwall Systems + Casework

Form® Headwall
Features
• High and low-acuity standard headwalls
• 3D-laminated panels, with a wide variety of options
• Standard or Radius Panel option
• Recessed horizontal channels for equipment and

Recessed horizontal channels

storage management

• Ergonomic placement of gas and electrical outlets
• Option for cord management, decorative, or vertical
track side trim

• Steel leveling base
• Prefabricated to be piped and wired to above
ﬁnished ceiling

• Infection Control option for panel seams: MSC’s
patented WellJoint ® Featuring CuVerro® Bactericidal
Copper Surfaces

• Easy to install

Optional cord management side trim

Infection Control Option for
Panel Seams
WellJoint ® is manufactured with
CuVerro ® bactericidal copper along
the perimeter of each headwall panel
to help inhibit buildup and growth of
bacteria* in the most difficult to clean
areas of the headwall.
Laboratory testing has shown that
when cleaned regularly, this surface
kills more than 99.9% of bacteria*
within 2 hours, and continues to kill
99.9% of bacteria* even after repeated
contamination.
*Laboratory testing shows that, when cleaned regularly, CuVerro®
antimicrobial copper surfaces kill greater than 99.9% of the
following bacteria within 2 hours of exposure: Methicillin-Resistant
Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA), Staphylococcus aureus, Enterobacter
aerogenes, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, E. coli O157:H7, and
Vancomycin-Resistant Enterococcus faecalis (VRE). The use of CuVerro
bactericidal copper products is a supplement to and not a substitute
for standard infection control practices; users must continue to follow
all current infection control practices, including those practices
related to cleaning and disinfection of environmental surfaces. This
surface has been shown to reduce microbial contamination, but it
does not necessarily prevent cross contamination.
CuVerro® is a registered trademark of GBC Metals, LLC and is used
with permission (MS-0003-1602).
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Full Headwall Systems + Casework

Form Collection
®

Add FORM® Footwalls, Sinkwalls & Sidewalls for a Complete Room Solution

Casework Features

Concealed Glove Box Holders
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Integrated Paper Towel Holders

Solid Surface or Quartz
Countertops (Quartz shown here),
ADA Sinks

Integrated Wardrobes

Modular Services Company has the ability and resources to create the perfect NICU for your
patients, nursing staff and visiting family. Each Modular NICU is designed to meet the specific clinical
and aesthetic challenges of the neonatal intensive care environment.
Modular’s NICU provides much needed equipment management, optional built-in CPU and monitor
provisions, expansive work surfaces, convenient out-of-sight infant warmer connections, ample
supply storage, and a re-stockable storage cart, linen and/or trash receptacle.

Features
• Standard headwall and casework options
or custom-designs to meet clinical and
aesthetic challenges of the NICU

• Private room or bay configurations
• Built-in storage and workspace
• Acuity adaptable
• Integrated tracks and channels for
equipment management

• Integrated supply cart options
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Full Headwall Systems + Casework

NICU

Booms

Stratus

®

The Stratus ® was created for all critical care environments with optimum flexibility for positioning
and accessibility of essential services. The compact design gives the nursing staff complete access
and clinical flexibility to meet the needs of critical care patients. Positioning is reliable, fast and easy.
The Stratus ® is a dynamic solution for a practical need.
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• Double articulating arm allows 350° range of
motion at each joint

• Stratus Arms have a 72-inch reach for complete

Stratus® Service Modules

Booms

Features

5-Sided Column
10 gases at one ergonomic level
5 equipment management tracks
400 lbs. accessory load capacity

flexibility to move services and equipment

• Ergonomically placed handle for easy
movement

9x9 Column
8 gases at one ergonomic level
12 equipment management tracks
400 lbs. accessory load capacity

• Electromagnetic Brakes provide smooth, quiet
movement of arms to correct positioning for
essential services

• 12 equipment management tracks for a variety
of accessories (9x9 Column service module)

• Up to 10 medical gases at one level (5-sided
Column service module)

• Open access to the patient’s head
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Columns

5-Sided Open Access
The 5-Sided Open Access Column maximizes valuable floor space and provides open access to the
patient’s head in emergency situations. The column provides medical gases, electrical outlets and
equipment management in one sleek and compact design.

Features
• Rotating or fixed options
• Up to 350 degrees rotation with
Electromagnetic Brake on rotating option

• Direct access to all 5 sides
• 5 Integrated vertical equipment
management tracks for accessories and
storage

• Up to 10 medical gases at one
ergonomic level

• Small footprint-maximizes floor space
• Creates a safe and effective work area

Rotating & Fixed Options
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The Open Access Column can either be
fixed or rotating and is available in varying
sizes based on clinical need: 9” x 12”, 12” x 12”
and 9” x 9” (smallest column on the market).

The Mini Multi-Dimensional Column is a
compact column designed to maximize
the space within your healing environment.

Rotating & Fixed Options

Features
• Rotating or fixed options

• 17 equipment management tracks for
accessories and storage

• 9” x 9”, 9” x 12” or 12” x 12” sizes
• 9-12 service outlets to accommodate varying
• Open access to the patient’s head and neck

acuity levels

• Direct access to all 4 sides

• Monitor channel reduces monitor overhang

• Up to 8 gases at one ergonomic level

• Easily position and add equipment as the
patient’s condition changes

• 12 integrated vertical equipment management
tracks

• Small footprint-maximizes floor space

• Small footprint-maximizes floor space
• Creates a safe and effective work area

• Creates a safe and effective work area
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Columns

Open Access Mini MultiDimensional

Concealed

ArtWorks

®

Large-Opening

The Large-Opening ArtWorks ® allows multiple gas outlets and electrical devices to be discretely
hidden behind a movable picture or panel.

Features
•

Immediate access to medical gases and electrical services while providing an artistic & attractive way
to conceal services

•

Integrated LED light that automatically illuminates when open

•

Increased size offers additional flexibility and allows additional room for equipment and storage
management
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Recessed-Mounted
& Flush-Mounted

Recessed and Flush-Mounted ArtWorks ® provide ergonomically placed medical gases, electrical
services and equipment management concealed behind an art panel. The Recessed-Mounted
art panel can move in four directions: up, down, horizontal and angular (Flush-Mounted art panel
moves vertically only). With a wide variety of add-on art options, the ArtWorks® can contribute to
any interior design scheme.

Features
• Easy sliding frames for equipment access
• Single or double-sided to serve one room or
two adjacent rooms.

• Optional Recessed-Mounted Deep ArtWorks ®
with maximum storage capabilities

Optional Flush-Mounted design opens vertically
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Concealed

ArtWorks

®

Concealed

Recessed Security Console
The Recessed Security Console allows services to be secured behind a locked polycarbonate
cover to limit access to devices. The clinical staff can view the services through the cover and
secondary equipment can be left connected with the cover locked.

Features
• Available in 3 sizes: 23” x 22.5”, 31.25” x 22.5” and
44.06” x 22.5”

• 3/8” clear polycarbonate cover with a stainless
steel continuous hinge along the bottom

• Stainless steel lock
• Provides clearance for secondary equipment and
hoses
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APTUS® is a user-centric patient charting system created to make interacting with information
more ergonomic, functional and reliable.
APTUS ® HD & L enables users to easily access and interact with the computer, keyboard, mouse
and monitor. The entire system can be simply moved with one hand to the proper fit whether the
user is sitting or standing. The keyboard, mouse and monitor move together-eliminating the need
for multi-piece adjustment each time the system is altered. When the APTUS ® system is not being
used, it can be compressed up against the wall or headwall to be stored out of the way.
APTUS ® is a fitting solution for all clinical spaces.

Features
• Choice of workstation/keyboard tray or

• Antimicrobial contact surfaces

sandard keyboard tray

• 90% aluminum composition
• APTUS ® HD supports up to 40lbs. of technology
• Integrated cable management systems
• APTUS ® L supports up to 20lbs. of technology
• Tilts, pivots, extends and rotates for most
• Dual Monitor Mount option for APTUS ® HD

effective ergonomic positioning to satisfy the
majority of demographics

• 18” Extension Arm option for added range
• Spring-assisted up and down movement
• Designed to be compatible with medical grade
displays

• Installs in minutes

• No pinch points or sharp corners
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Patient Charting Systems

Aptus

® HD & L

Patient Charting Systems

Aptus

® Laptop

APTUS ® is a user-centric patient charting system created to make interacting with information
more ergonomic, functional and reliable.
The APTUS ® Laptop enables the laptop to be secured to the laptop tray with a quick connect
locking bar. The laptop system can be moved with one hand to the proper fit whether the user is
sitting or standing while charting. The tray flips up and the arms fully retract when not in use for
minimal storage.
APTUS ® is a fitting solution for all clinical spaces.

Features
• Single-handed counter balance adjustments
are effortless, optimizing workflow efficiencies
while sitting or standing

• Durable antimicrobial agents incorporated into all
contact surfaces

• Max weight 20lbs.
• Tray flips up arms fully retract when not in use
• Tray height adjustment range 12.96 inches
• Easy one-step installation of product
• Tilts, pivots, extends and rotates for most effective
• Quick connect locking bar allows for seamless
and secure integration of laptops

• Designed for long-term durability, maximizing
return on investment
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ergonomic positioning to satisfy the majority of
demographics

• Spring-assisted up and down movement

APTUS ® is a user-centric patient charting system created to make interacting with information
more ergonomic, functional and reliable.
The APTUS ® Cart makes patient charting mobile and more fitting to the user. With an actuator
handle to allow for effortless adjustment in height, a small footprint and a light-weight design, this
cart is ideal for transitioning from sitting to standing and space to space.
APTUS ® is a fitting solution for all clinical spaces.

Features
• Locking bar keeps laptop safe and secure
• Actuator handle to adjust to sitting or
standing applications

• Front wheels with pedal locks-allow cart to
remain stable and in desired position

• Lithium battery compartment provides
additional power supply and optimizes run
time for point of care technical applications

• Durable antimicrobial agents incorporated
into most contact surfaces

• Keyboard tray extension 12.5 inches
• Height adjustment 33.5-45 inches
• Max weight 15lbs.
• Ships pre-assembled to install in minutes
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Patient Charting Systems

Aptus

® Cart

Carts

Critical Care Cart
The Critical Care Cart supports clinical function for more organized care on the move.

Features
• Versatile HPL writing shelf folds down for next-to-wall
storage

• Lockable drawers
• Heavy-duty, chemical resistant metal frame and handrail
• Continuous grab rail
• Adjustable, moving swivel baskets
• Various basket sizes available
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The Bed Docker protects the wall behind the bed and provides up to 8 electrical services and/or
low-voltage services that are segregated into compartments. The Bed Docker is constructed of
16-gauge steel for high impact and is available in a variety of colors.

Features
• Standard or Bariatric version available
• Protects wall and positions bed
• Provides up to 8 additional bedside services
• Single piece KYDEX ® cover
• Available in a variety of colors
• Durable 16-gauge steel for high impact
• Easy to clean
• Easy to install
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Bed Docker

Bed Docker

Rough-In Frames

H Core

®

H Core ® is a prefabricated clinical service wall created to supplement conventional construction
in patient rooms and clinical spaces. H Core ® brings advanced prefabrication technology to the
job site. The system decreases the time to construct patient rooms by prefabricating the laborintensive area of the room. Finishes are determined by the design team and are installed on the
job site.

Optional drywall
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Rough-In Frame

Surfaces provided by others

Rough-In Frames
Horizontal Rough-In Frame

Features
• Standard or custom Rough-in Frame conﬁgurations

• Gas and electrical outlet type determined by
hospital staff

• Prefabricated system to improve the critical path
• Simplifies coordination of trades
• Designed to bring factory efficiency to the job site
• Service placement from room to room will be
• Prefabricated by skilled workers to provide

identical

absolute quality from room to room

• Surfaces provided by others
• Pre-piped and wired for an efficient installation
and final connections

• Optional laser cut drywall

• Built-in steel bracing for monitor and electronic
patient charting products

Vertical Rough-In Frame
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Custom Solutions

Method

®

Our Custom Solution Process

Method ® is a completely custom design process. Modular Services Company simply partners with
the design team to create exactly what is desired. This includes the clinical design, aesthetic design
and installation design.

CREATE A UNIQUE AND
PERFECT SOLUTION
38
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Custom Solutions

The Possibilities
are Endless

For more technical information, installation images and
product brochures please visit our website.

WWW.MODULARSERVICES.COM

500 E Britton Rd, Oklahoma City, OK 73114
800.687.0938 [ PHONE] 405.528.0368 [ FAX]
©2017 Modular Services Company ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
DCN#70-1005 REV 10/2017

MODULAR SERVICES COMPANY HAS BEEN MANUFACTURING HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS FOR OVER 40
YEARS. WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF INSTALLATIONS IN EVERY KIND OF PATIENT SPACE, IN ALL
TYPES OF HOSPITALS OF EVERY ACUITY LEVEL. OUR SOLUTIONS FOR THE HEALTHCARE
ENVIRONMENT RANGE FROM CARTS, PATIENT CHARTING SYSTEMS AND LIGHTS TO HEADWALLS,
CEILING BOOMS AND COMPLETE ROOM COLLECTIONS. OUR PREFABRICATED MANUFACTURING
PROCESSES USE QUALITY MATERIALS TO PRODUCE CONSISTENT AND SPECIFIC OUTCOMES IN A
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT, WITH COST-EFFECTIVE PRODUCTS THAT DO NOT FALL SHORT ON
DESIGN. IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS. WE OFFER SMART, HIGH DESIGN/AESTHETIC OPTIONS FOR
THE DESIGN TEAM AND MANUFACTURE SYSTEMS THAT MAKE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATIENT
SPACE BOTH SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT. WE STRIVE TO INCREASE FUNCTIONALITY FOR THE
CLINICAL STAFF IN THE BEDSIDE ENVIRONMENT WITH PRODUCTS THAT ARE DESIGNED TO BE
USER-CENTRIC AND MEANINGFUL. AND…WE BELIEVE YOU PLAY AN INVALUABLE ROLE IN THE
FUTURE OF HEALTHCARE. THAT IS WHY AT MODULAR, WE LISTEN. AND THROUGH LISTENING,
WE CREATE. WE ENCOURAGE AND CHEER ON YOUR IDEAS. MODULAR SERVICES COMPANY IS
COMMITTED TO TEAMING WITH CLINICIANS, DESIGNERS, ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS AND
OTHERS WHO SHARE OUR SAME DESIRE TO MAKE POSITIVE CHANGE HAPPEN. MANY VIEWS. ONE
OBJECTIVE: IMPROVING THE HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT. COME EXPLORE MSC AND FIND THE
PERFECT SOLUTION FOR YOUR SPACE. MODULAR SERVICES COMPANY HAS BEEN MANUFACTURING
HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS FOR OVER 40 YEARS. WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF INSTALLATIONS IN EVERY
KIND OF PATIENT SPACE, IN ALL TYPES OF HOSPITALS OF EVERY ACUITY LEVEL. OUR
SOLUTIONS FOR THE HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT RANGE FROM CARTS, PATIENT CHARTING
SYSTEMS AND LIGHTS TO HEADWALLS, CEILING BOOMS AND COMPLETE ROOM COLLECTIONS. OUR
PREFABRICATED MANUFACTURING PROCESSES USE QUALITY MATERIALS TO PRODUCE CONSISTENT
AND SPECIFIC OUTCOMES IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT, WITH COST-EFFECTIVE PRODUCTS
THAT DO NOT FALL SHORT ON DESIGN. IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS. WE OFFER SMART, HIGH
DESIGN/AESTHETIC OPTIONS FOR THE DESIGN TEAM AND MANUFACTURE SYSTEMS THAT MAKE
CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATIENT SPACE BOTH SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT. WE STRIVE TO INCREASE
FUNCTIONALITY FOR THE CLINICAL STAFF IN THE BEDSIDE ENVIRONMENT WITH PRODUCTS
THAT ARE DESIGNED TO BE USER-CENTRIC AND MEANINGFUL. AND…WE BELIEVE YOU PLAY AN
INVALUABLE ROLE IN THE FUTURE OF HEALTHCARE. THAT IS WHY AT MODULAR, WE LISTEN.
AND THROUGH LISTENING, WE CREATE. WE ENCOURAGE AND CHEER ON YOUR IDEAS. MODULAR
SERVICES COMPANY IS COMMITTED TO TEAMING WITH CLINICIANS, DESIGNERS, ARCHITECTS,
CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS WHO SHARE OUR SAME DESIRE TO MAKE POSITIVE CHANGE HAPPEN.
MANY VIEWS. ONE OBJECTIVE:
IMPROVING THE HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT. COME EXPLORE
MSC AND FIND THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR YOUR SPACE. MODULAR SERVICES COMPANY HAS
BEEN MANUFACTURING HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS FOR OVER 40 YEARS. WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF
INSTALLATIONS IN EVERY KIND OF PATIENT SPACE, IN ALL TYPES OF HOSPITALS OF EVERY
ACUITY LEVEL. OUR SOLUTIONS FOR THE HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT RANGE FROM CARTS,
PATIENT CHARTING SYSTEMS AND LIGHTS TO HEADWALLS, CEILING BOOMS AND COMPLETE ROOM
COLLECTIONS. OUR PREFABRICATED MANUFACTURING PROCESSES USE QUALITY MATERIALS TO
PRODUCE CONSISTENT AND SPECIFIC OUTCOMES IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT, WITH
COST-EFFECTIVE PRODUCTS THAT DO NOT FALL SHORT ON DESIGN. IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS.
WE OFFER SMART, HIGH DESIGN/AESTHETIC OPTIONS FOR THE DESIGN TEAM AND MANUFACTURE
SYSTEMS THAT MAKE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATIENT SPACE BOTH SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT. WE
STRIVE TO INCREASE FUNCTIONALITY FOR THE CLINICAL STAFF IN THE BEDSIDE
ENVIRONMENT WITH PRODUCTS THAT ARE DESIGNED TO BE USER-CENTRIC AND MEANINGFUL.
AND…WE BELIEVE YOU PLAY AN INVALUABLE ROLE IN THE FUTURE OF HEALTHCARE. THAT IS
WHY AT MODULAR, WE LISTEN. AND THROUGH LISTENING, WE CREATE. WE ENCOURAGE AND
CHEER ON YOUR IDEAS. MODULAR SERVICES COMPANY IS COMMITTED TO TEAMING WITH
CLINICIANS, DESIGNERS, ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS WHO SHARE OUR SAME
DESIRE TO MAKE POSITIVE CHANGE HAPPEN. MANY VIEWS. ONE OBJECTIVE: IMPROVING THE
HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT. COME EXPLORE MSC AND FIND THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR YOUR
SPACE.MODULAR SERVICES COMPANY HAS BEEN MANUFACTURING HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS FOR
OVER 40 YEARS. WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF INSTALLATIONS IN EVERY KIND OF PATIENT SPACE,
IN ALL TYPES OF HOSPITALS OF EVERY ACUITY LEVEL. OUR SOLUTIONS FOR THE HEALTHCARE
ENVIRONMENT RANGE FROM CARTS, PATIENT CHARTING SYSTEMS AND LIGHTS TO HEADWALLS,
CEILING BOOMS AND COMPLETE ROOM COLLECTIONS. OUR PREFABRICATED MANUFACTURING
PROCESSES USE QUALITY MATERIALS TO PRODUCE CONSISTENT AND SPECIFIC OUTCOMES IN A
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT, WITH COST-EFFECTIVE PRODUCTS THAT DO NOT FALL SHORT ON
DESIGN. IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS. WE OFFER SMART, HIGH DESIGN/AESTHETIC OPTIONS FOR
THE DESIGN TEAM AND MANUFACTURE SYSTEMS THAT MAKE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATIENT
SPACE BOTH SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT. WE STRIVE TO INCREASE FUNCTIONALITY FOR THE
CLINICAL STAFF IN THE BEDSIDE ENVIRONMENT WITH PRODUCTS THAT ARE DESIGNED TO BE
USER-CENTRIC AND MEANINGFUL. AND…WE BELIEVE YOU PLAY AN INVALUABLE ROLE IN THE
FUTURE OF HEALTHCARE. THAT IS WHY AT MODULAR, WE LISTEN. AND THROUGH LISTENING,
WE CREATE. WE ENCOURAGE AND CHEER ON YOUR IDEAS. MODULAR SERVICES COMPANY IS
COMMITTED TO TEAMING WITH CLINICIANS, DESIGNERS, ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS AND
OTHERS WHO SHARE OUR SAME DESIRE TO MAKE POSITIVE CHANGE HAPPEN. MANY VIEWS. ONE
OBJECTIVE: IMPROVING THE HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT. COME EXPLORE MSC AND FIND THE
PERFECT SOLUTION FOR YOUR SPACE. MODULAR SERVICES COMPANY HAS BEEN MANUFACTURING
HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS FOR OVER 40 YEARS. WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF INSTALLATIONS IN EVERY
KIND OF PATIENT SPACE, IN ALL TYPES OF HOSPITALS OF EVERY ACUITY LEVEL. OUR SOLU

